The use of earthquake rate changes as a stress meter at Kilauea volcano
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Stress changes in the Earth’s crust are generally estimated from model calculations that use near-surface deformation as an observational constraint. But the widespread correlation of changes of earthquake activity with stress1–3 has led to suggestions that stress changes might be calculated from earthquake occurrence rates obtained from seismicity catalogues. Although this possibility has considerable appeal, because seismicity data are routinely collected and have good spatial and temporal resolution, the method has not yet proven successful, owing to the non-linearity of earthquake rate changes with respect to both stress and time. Here, however, we present two methods for inverting earthquake rate data to infer stress changes, using a formulation for the stress- and time-dependence of earthquake rates*. Application of these methods at Kilauea volcano, in Hawaii, yields good agreement with independent estimates, indicating that earthquake rates can provide a practical remote-sensing stress meter.

The inversions use a formulation for earthquake rate changes derived from laboratory observations of rate- and state-dependent fault strength4–6, which constrain the earthquake nucleation process to be dependent on both time and stress. Previously, this formulation has been applied to model the spatial and temporal characteristics of earthquake clustering phenomena, including foreshocks and aftershocks8, and to evaluate earthquake probabilities following large earthquakes9. The effectiveness of the formulation for forward modelling of earthquake phenomena, and its derivation from observed fault properties, provide the basis for its use to estimate stress changes from earthquake rate data. This approach yields stresses that drive the earthquake process. As such, it is distinct from other seismological methods that yield measures of stress changes resulting from earthquakes.

The formulation of Dieterich4 for rate of earthquake activity $R$ (in a specified magnitude range) can be written in the condensed form

$$R = \frac{r}{\gamma \hat{S}_i},$$

where $\gamma$ is a state variable, $t$ is time, and $S$ is a modified Coulomb stress function defined below. The constant $r$ is the steady-state earthquake rate at the reference stressing rate $\hat{S}_i$. $A$ is a dimensionless fault constitutive parameter with values usually in the range 0.005–0.015 (refs 6–8). The modified Coulomb stress function is defined as

$$S = \tau - [\mu - \alpha]\sigma$$

where $\tau$ is the shear stress acting across fault planes that generate earthquakes (positive in the slip direction), $\sigma$ is the normal stress (less pore fluid pressure), $\mu$ is the coefficient of fault friction and $\alpha$ is a constitutive parameter with values usually in the range of 0.25 (refs 6, 10). In equation (1), the term $\hat{A} \sigma$ is a constant (that is, changes in $\sigma$ are negligible relative to total $\sigma$). For a stress step, equation (1) yields the characteristic aftershock sequence, which consists of an immediate jump of seismicity rate followed by decay that obeys the Omori $t^{-1}$ aftershock decay law with aftershock duration $t_a = \hat{A}\sigma / \hat{S}_i$ (ref. 6).

We use two methods to estimate stress changes from earthquake rate data. The first gives stress as a function of time in a specified volume. From equation (1), the observed rate $R$ is used to directly calculate $\gamma$ as a function of time (that is, $\gamma(t) = rR(t)\hat{S}_i$). This requires an estimate of $\hat{S}_i$, which can be obtained from independent
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**Figure 1** Map of Kilauea volcano showing earthquakes of magnitude $M \approx 1.5$ from 1976 to 1983. Intrusion of magma into the southwest and east rift zones of Kilauea causes rift expansion, and results in motion of the south flank to the SSE. Eruptive fissures initiated the Puu Oo eruption, which started 1 January 1983 and continues to the present. The small polygon is the region of analysis of Fig. 2; the large rectangle gives the region of analysis of Figs 3 and 4.
observations of deformation rates, or from observations of aftershock decay using the relation given above for aftershock duration. Stress changes over successive time intervals are then obtained using the solution of equation (1) for a stress step at the mid-point of a time interval

\[ \Delta S = A\sigma \ln \left( \frac{\gamma_i + \frac{\Delta t}{2A\sigma}}{\gamma_i + \frac{\Delta t}{2A\sigma}} \right) \]

where \( \gamma_i \) and \( \gamma_{i+1} \) are the estimated values of \( \gamma \) at the beginning and end, respectively, of the time step \( \Delta t \).

The second method gives the spatial distribution of stress changes for a stress event, such as an earthquake mainshock or a magmatic intrusion. This method uses the solution of equation (1) for a history that consists of constant stressing at \( S_r \), followed by a stress step \( \Delta S \) (the stress event), followed by constant stressing at \( S_r \). Solving equation (1) for this stressing history, and integrating the rates to obtain the expected number of events in time intervals, gives

\[ \Delta S = A\sigma \ln \left( \frac{N_1 [S_r \exp (N_1 S_r / A\sigma) - 1]}{N_2 [S_r \exp (N_2 S_r / A\sigma) - 1]} \right) \]

where \( N_1 \) is the count of earthquakes in time interval \( t_1 \) immediately before the stress event, and \( N_2 \) is the earthquake count in interval \( t_2 \) immediately following the event. As is usual in Coulomb stress analysis, \( \Delta S \) depends on fault orientation and slip direction. Consequently, in solving equation (4) for stress, counts of earthquakes (sorted by fault orientation) are made for sub-regions centred on grid points.

The south flank of Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, was chosen for this initial application of these methods for two reasons: first, this region experiences frequent stressing events from well studied causes, and second, various deformation observations have been made that can provide independent estimates of stress changes. This region is undergoing rapid deformation due to expansion of the active rift zones, and has high rates of seismic activity (Fig. 1). Since 1983, measured rates of south flank displacement\(^{11,12}\) to the SSE, have ranged between 6 and 20 cm yr\(^{-1}\). Expansion of the rift zones occurs by two mechanisms: (1) continuous slow intrusion of magma into a deep dyke-like body\(^{13,14}\); and (2) rapid intrusion events that emplace shallow dykes, which sometimes form eruptive fissures\(^{11-13,15,16}\). Rift zone expansion is coupled to, and accommodated by, fault slip at the interface between the volcano and the pre-existing sea floor\(^{16-18}\).

The magnitude 6.1 earthquake of 25 June 1989, and numerous moderate and small earthquakes, occurred within the region of this study\(^{18-20}\).

We have examined stresses in several sub-regions of the south flank of Kilauea using the method based on equation (3). The area indicated by the small polygon in Fig. 1 displays examples of seismicity and stress changes—shown in Fig. 2a and b, respect-
tively—that are representative of the region. At the times of the rift intrusion/eruption events of 12 September 1977 and 1 January 1983, and the magnitude 5.5 earthquake of 21 September 1979, seismic activity sharply increased and then decayed to a background rate following the $t^{-1}$ Omori decay law. These seismicity changes give Coulomb stress increases of about 0.5 MPa for the 1977 and 1983 intrusions. As discussed below, these stress changes are consistent with estimates from boundary element models constrained by geodetic data. The seismicity jump at the time of the 1979 earthquake gives a stress increase of 0.2–0.5 MPa. This is consistent with stresses obtained from elastic dislocation calculations for an earthquake of that magnitude at that distance (3–4.5 km distance, 2 km rupture radius, and 3 MPa stress drop). Aftershocks to the magnitude 6.1 earthquake of 25 June 1989 occurred on three sides of the polygon shown in Fig. 1, and gave stress increases of 0.3–0.6 MPa, but within the area shown, earthquake activity ceased following the 1989 mainshock. It is our interpretation that the polygon lies within a region of stress drop for the 1989 earthquake. The stress drop of 0.5 MPa in Fig. 2b is the minimum needed to reduce the rate to less than one event in the 5 years following the mainshock.

Various factors, including random fluctuations in earthquake rates and possible catalogue inconsistencies during swarm activity, can introduce artefacts into the inversions that can be confused with short-term stress changes. Consequently, short-term stress fluctuations shown in Fig. 2 should be treated with caution. However, long-term stressing rate changes and stress steps appear to be well resolved. The stress solution of Fig. 2b indicates a slowing of stressing rates, from about 0.30 MPa yr$^{-1}$ to about 0.15 MPa yr$^{-1}$, sometime between 1981 and 1983. This slowing is consistently seen for other polygons SSE of the 1983 event, and corresponds to a previously recognized decrease of surface deformation rates over much of the south flank around the time of the 1983 intrusion, apparently because the continuing volcanic eruption decreased the supply of magma intruded into the rift.

Independent estimates of stress changes before the 1983 intrusion, and of stress changes resulting from it, are obtained from three-dimensional boundary element models$^{20,21}$; these stress changes are shown in Figs 3a and b, respectively. The models satisfy extensive deformation data sets before, and spanning, the 1983 intrusion; these data include horizontal displacements from trilateration measurements, level line data across the rift zone, and tide gauge data. In addition, the models incorporate topographic effects and the coupled interactions between the rift zone and the decollement fault at the base of the volcano. Before the 1983 intrusion event, earthquakes within the south flank concentrated in regions
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**Figure 3** Earthquakes of magnitude $M < 1.5$ and Coulomb stress scale on a cross-section along the midline of the large box shown in Fig. 1. Coulomb stresses are calculated for faults that are parallel to the basal fault with slip perpendicular to the rift. Positive stress favours slip allowing rift expansion (arrows), and negative stress inhibits slip. The creeping section of the basal fault is shown as a solid line and the locked portion by a dashed line. **a**, Earthquakes and Coulomb stresses for the three years before the 1 January 1983 intrusion event and eruption$^{21}$. **b**, Earthquakes for the 90 d following the 1 January 1983 eruption. Coulomb stress changes for the intrusion event are calculated for a pressurized dyke that extends to the surface to give the observed 2-m extension of trilateration lines that cross the rift zone. **c**, Stress changes obtained from the earthquake data using equation (4) in the text.

**Figure 4** Comparison of stresses calculated from the boundary element model of the 1983 intrusion event (Fig. 3b) with the stresses calculated from the seismicity rate changes (Fig. 3c). Only the better-quality earthquake-derived stresses with $(N_i - N_j) > 45$ (see text) are shown.
where stresses, resulting from slow inflation of the deep rift zone, are high (Fig. 3a). At the time of the shallow intrusion, the rift opened about 2 m (refs 11, 15, 21), an eruptive fissure formed (Fig. 1), and seismicity within this region of the south flank immediately increased by more than a factor of ten (Fig. 2a). The intrusion also resulted in changes in the patterns of stressing and seismic activity (Fig. 3a, b). Relative to the pre-intrusion period, seismic activity shifted away from the rift and more shallow events occurred.

These changes are consistent with stresses that we have calculated for the 1983 intrusion (Fig. 3b). That is, the regions of increased and decreased earthquake rates correspond to regions of increased and decreased stress, respectively, resulting from the intrusion.

We believe that the boundary element model of the 1983 intrusion is also a reasonable representation of the stress changes for the 1977 intrusion. Each occurred in the same region, each resulted in very similar changes in seismicity patterns and rates, and the limited deformation data for the 1977 event are consistent with the more extensive 1983 data set.

Figure 3c gives the distribution of stress changes for the 1983 intrusion obtained from the seismicity data using equation (4). Counts of earthquakes for this calculation are made on a square grid with 0.5-km spacing of centres, over a radius of 1 km. A three-year period, t₁, was used for counts before the event (N₁), and 90 days, t₂, was used for counts following the event (N₂). We use the stressing rate results for the small polygon in Fig. 1 to set S₁ = 0.3 MPa yr⁻¹ before intrusion and S₂ = 0.15 MPa yr⁻¹ following the intrusion. Additionally, the parameter A₀ is made depth-dependent by allowing σ to increase with depth by the weight of the overburden less hydrostatic pore-fluid pressure.

For the region of the small polygon (Fig. 1), the boundary element model gives a stress increase of 0.3–0.6 MPa for the 1983 intrusion. This compares well with the seismicity-based stress change of 0.5 MPa obtained for both the 1977 and 1983 intrusion events using equation (3) (Fig. 2b). The pattern and magnitudes of stress changes at the time of the 1983 intrusion obtained from earthquake data using equation (4) (Fig. 3c) are in agreement with the boundary element calculation (Fig. 3b). Regression of the Coulomb stresses from the boundary element model of the intrusion against stresses from equation (4) has a slope of 1.1, and the correlation coefficient is 0.80 (Fig. 4).

In summary, seismicity changes coincide with documented deformation events for the south flank of Kilauea volcano. Inversions of earthquake rates for stress changes based on equation (1) give consistent results that agree with other estimates of stress. An additional internal consistency check of the earthquake rate for the 1983 event (Fig. 2a) shows a slope of 1.1, and the correlation coefficient is 0.80 (Fig. 4).
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No population increases without limit. The processes that prevent this can operate in either a density-dependent way (acting with increasing severity to increase mortality rates or decrease reproductive rates as density increases), a density-independent way, or in both ways simultaneously. However, ecologists disagree for two main reasons about the relative roles and influences that density-dependent and density-independent processes have in determining population size. First, empirical studies showing both processes operating simultaneously are rare. Second, time-series analyses of long-term census data sometimes overestimate dependence. By using a density-perturbation experiment on arctic ground squirrels, we show concurrent density-dependent and density-independent declines in weaning rates, followed by density-dependent declines in overwinter survival during hibernation. These two processes result in strong, density-dependent convergence of experimentally increased populations to those of control populations that had been at low, stable levels.
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